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Treehouse Truck 

"Great Burgers & Deep Fried Pleasures"

The Treehouse Truck may not be the first choice for those looking for a

healthy meal, but it is for anyone desiring a very tasty treat. This food

truck serves homemade American foods in variation locations including

Oviedo, Winter Park, Maitland, Lake Lily, Fashion Square Mall and many

others. Notable specialties include several deep fried items, such as PB&J

sandwiches, Oreos, Twinkies, Twix's and bread pudding. Other popular

menu items include hotdogs, French onion grilled cheese and Chimoo

sandwiches, plus a number of specialty Angus burgers, such as Portobello

mushroom, Treehouse, Irish stout, King Caesar, Megalo and the Luther

burger, which consist of a bacon cheeseburger inside of two Krispy Kreme

doughnuts. - Diane Dilov-Schultheis

 +1 407 921 1696  www.treehousetruck.com/  TREEHOUSETRUCK@GMA

IL.COM

 All over the city, Orlando FL

Wall Street Cantina 

"Tasty Tex-mex"

Guests of this restaurant enjoy tasty, reasonably priced tex-mex fare and a

choice of indoor or outdoor seating. Be forewarned: the restaurant fills up

quickly on weekend evenings. Start with cream cheese-filled jalapenos,

then progress to entrees such as Chicken Quesadillas or Chimichangas

with either chicken or beef. If you're not in the mood for Mexican

delicacies, have no fear. The restaurant also serves pasta and

hamburgers. Complement your meal with a drink from the full bar.

 +1 407 402 1515  www.wallstplaza.net/venues/cantin

a/

 19 North Orange Avenue, Orlando FL

 by Calgary Reviews   

Hawkers 

"Experience Asian Street Fare"

Hawkers is located in the Colonialtown North area of Orlando and anyone

who has traveled to various Asian countries probably already knows the

term. Hawkers are very vocal street vendors who sell their food from self-

drawn carts, but there are no carts here. This restaurant is permanent and

serves customers a variety of tasty Asian street foods from a number of

countries in a no-frills, comfortable and contemporary setting. The decor

does include photos of genuine street hawkers and the menu offers a

wide assortment of Asian dishes including tapas as well a nice selection of

Asian beers.

 +1 407 237 0606  1103 North Mills Avenue, Orlando FL
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